Abstract

Startup companies, as an organization in the early phase, have different characteristics than mature organization. The research method is qualitative because the purpose is trying to understand the startup characteristics. The research object is Indonesia fashion startup companies because it is one of the most promising start ups in Indonesia. Strategy choices are crucial in fashion startups in Indonesia. Objective of this paper is to analyze the strategy that has been used in fashion startups in Indonesia. Most of the startups use intuitive decision making. The result is most fashion startups tend to use intensive strategy because the market is still growing. Intensive market penetration through marketing strategy and related diversification are the two strategies that commonly used in fashion startups in Indonesia.
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1. Introduction

An organization has its own life cycle during its existence. In general, the organization life cycle consist of four phase: start up, emerging growth, maturity, and revival [1]. Start up company is a company in the early stages of its operation [2]. Starts up company try to enter an existing market or sometimes open up a new market with innovative products or services [3]. Start ups are critical to the economics of a nation [4] including Indonesia. One of the most promising start ups business in Indonesia is fashion industry. Indonesian Creative Economy Agency stated that in 2015 the fashion industry is the second-largest creative industry in Indonesia [5]. Indonesia fashion industry has a promising market for the new entrants because the large number of the market. Fashion industry must always cater to the mass market that growing in expectation [6]. Fashion industry is a dynamic business, characterized by demand uncertainty resulting from the high variation of style and consumer tastes [7]. One of the most critical factors for a fashion company is the strategy because the viability of a fashion brand is dependent upon the efficacy and appropriateness of the decision of those responsible [8] Despite its significance, research on the theories of the firm mostly focusing on mature or established firm and the research on the new firm (such as start up company) has been neglected in the theoretical literature [9]. Strategic management is a crucial issue for start ups [10] because start up companies have characteristics that make them different from mature companies, such as the decision making process. The decision making process in start up company is usually intuitive and centralized [11]. The focus of strategic making process in start up companies is to expand the market while the focus of mature companies is the profit. Our preliminary research show that none of the objects using formal strategic management tools in strategy making process. Therefore this paper is purposed to list and analyze the strategy that has been used in male fashion startups in Indonesia. This paper could be useful for new entrants in fashion business in Indonesia.

2. Literature review

The specification of patterns and its use in demonstrating the behavior of compressed/uncompressed data, and a way of utilizing this concept towards examining the appeal of compressibility.

2.1. Characteristics of start up company

Start up company is the organization in its earlier phase. This kind of organization has some characteristics; those characteristics are enlisted in table II. Based on start up characteristics on literature [12][13][14][15][16], we classify those characteristics into 4 dimension: Organization (the character of the start up organization), Ownership (characteristics of owner, decision making, and supervision), Strategy and Innovation, and Financial. These list are built up from the previous literature, the similar characteristics are grouped as one.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Organization</td>
<td>Small scale organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Homogeneity environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Informal structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Few differentiation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ownership</td>
<td>Owner-manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intuitive decision making</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Direct supervision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategy &amp; Innovation</td>
<td>Niche marketing strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prefer risky decision than the secure one</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fast innovation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>First mover or second mover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lack of product research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial</td>
<td>Funding from personal savings or from relative</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Start Up Characteristics [12, 13, 14, 15, 16]
Most of start up organizations is organic organization with high centralization [17], thus provide flexibility in decision making and quiet adaptive. Most start up has simple organization structure [18]. Simple organization structure has many characteristics, such as low departmentalization, wide span of control, centralized authority and low formalization [19]. Most start ups owner are also the manager of the company that make decision making. Ref. [20] classified start up into four class of owner manager. In decision making start up is characterized by intuitive decision making. Startups sometimes has established competitor thus they prefer specialist or niche marketing [21]. Start ups have high rate of innovation and prefer first mover strategy [22]. Start ups are mostly funded by personal savings or from relative [23]. Other option is use bootstrap financing, a method of funding with modest personal funds [24].

2.2. Strategy

Strategy is determination of the basic long term goals of an enterprise [25]. Strategies are formulated in order to achieve a more favourable position [26]. The implication of strategic management will result in organization gaining of competitive advantage. As seen by some research, analysis of external factor and internal factor are crucial in the strategy making process [27][28][29][30]. Some of the external factors that used in previous research for example are: competition, economic impact, social cultural demographic, political, natural environment, technological change, trends, and market share. Also, the internal factors that have to be considered are management team, organization structure and culture, distinctive competency, competitive advantage, operations, marketing, human resources, finance & accounting, information tech/system, R&D. There are 11 alternative strategies that classified into 4 big clusters [31]: Integration, Intensive, Diversification, and Defensive. Those strategies listed in table II. Integration strategy allows a company to gain control over distributors, suppliers and even competitors. Intensive strategies consist of market penetration, market development, and product development. This kind of strategy requires intensive efforts. Diversification strategies consist of two types: related and unrelated diversification. Defensive strategies consist of retrenchment, divestiture or liquidation.

3. Methodology

The first step is choosing the research object. The objects are six fashion start ups that meet the start up criteria and less than 5 years old. These companies are the companies that operate in male fashion business. The first company is company A, a denim brand in Jakarta. This brand is targeting young male from 17-30 years old that has interest in denim. It consist of 2 owners and has no employee. All the process is managed by owner-manager. Since last year, this brand is also more focus market, the motorcycle rider community. The second company is company B, a brand that sold cheaper but still has good quality denim. This brand is more focus on the material than been used. The owner has special interest in material more than the design. The third company is company C, a street wear brand that sells male t-shirt. This brand sells both online and in local retail in Indonesia. This brand sells to Jakarta, Solo, Jogja, Surabaya, Bali, Bandung, Lampung. This start up has 2 owner-manager and 5 employees. As the other start up company, this brand has informal structure, intuitive decision making. This brand is one of the senior among the fashion start up and ready to legalize its operation by changing into incorporated company. The fourth company is company D, the most senior brand among other start ups. The company’s main product is denim, both make to order and make to stock. They are most widely known in young people in Jakarta. This brand is targeting the denim enthusiast, both new entry and old customer. The age range is 15-40 years. The fifth company is company E. This brand was developed from online retail in 2013. The owners see the opportunity to create their own brand and they started to create their own fashion brand and sell their own T-shirt. The sixth company is company F, which sell the semi-formal shirt to more adult market. The next step is setting the interview. The first part of the interview is more structured question to determine the identity and characteristics of the start up. The second part is to identify and explore the strategies that have been taken by the start up. In this part the respondent is asked about: how the company formulated the strategy, what kind of strategy that the company did, the outcome, and the things to be noted after implemented the strategy. The method that has been used is qualitative interview. Qualitative interview is different from structured interview that used close ended question. The relationship during interview is not strictly scripted. Qualitative interview follows a conversational mode that leads to social relationship. Some advantages from using qualitative interview are there is an opportunity for two way interaction and better at understanding participant [32]

4. Results and discussion

Most of the objects use intuitive decision making. Only one of the objects is already use research to gather data from customer for decision making. Most of them just still use their feeling, intuition, and judgment based on current condition. This is the result of the interview about the strategy that has been implicated by those fashion start ups.

4.1. Company A

The strategy that have been used in this company are
- **Market development**
  This company sold its product to the store in Jogjakarta. Before that this company only focuses on Jakarta market because Jogjakarta was one of their highest sales from online store selling.
- **Product development**
  This company develops the special product for motorcycle biker community with extra pocket to adjusting the customer needs.
- **Market penetration**
  In order to support the previous product development strategy, this company increases the promotion to that special niche of customer
through do promotion at the rider community event. One of the reasons is the motorcycle bikers are a tight community with a lot of community event that can be used for promotion of their product. This brand also has a motorcycle theme in Instagram photo to emphasize this strategy.

**Related diversification**

After success entering the new market, this brand realizes the need to sell the complementary fashion item that can be used by the biker community. This brand sold slayer, one of the items that frequently used by motorcycle rider and also made the canvas pants that can be used by motorcycle rider.

We can conclude from those explanations that most of the strategies that taken by company A is related one with each other.

### 4.2. Company B

The strategy that has been used by this brand is:

- **Product development.**
  
  Company B develops and now focus on make to order concept that can reach people with different size. This has been the strength point for this brand. This company can guarantee that this company will make the denim with the right size for every customer. To support this strategy, this brand recruits two tailors that work especially for them. The key to this kind of strategy is to find the skilful tailor that can respond to customer demand. Because based on interview, doing make to order concept with outside/contract tailor is risky. The inventory issue must be noted. This strategy required quite big money capital for fashion start up company to buy the machine. Company B use outside money from investor to do this infestation to support the strategy.

### 4.3. Company C

Strategy that have been used in this brand are

- **Related Diversification**
  
  This brand saw the growing of the young woman population that favour the street wear style. This brand produces street wear t-shirt for woman. But designing for women is quite different than designing for men. This brand recruits 1 special employee that design the women t-shirt. This design for women must keep the theme with the men design.

- **Market Penetration**
  
  This brand did the collaboration with fashion account in social media Instagram. It made some sort of a contest to promote their brand on Instagram.

- **Market Development**
  
  At first, this brand only sold online. But this brand tries to sell their product in local retail. The local retail industry is growing in Indonesia. After putting in their product on retail, this brand sold not only in Jakarta, but also in various cities in Indonesia. The thing to be noted is the market outside Jakarta is fragile to competition with international brand. One store in Medan was closed because the international brands penetrate their market.

### 4.4. Company D

The strategies that have been used by this brand are:

- **Market Penetration**
  
  This brand uses market penetration to acquire more market share. It uses social media as Instagram. This brand also did a promotion in denim forum/community. This is an opportunity that can be used because the denim community have their own forum to share and promoting brand. This is when the power of mouth to mouth marketing can be used.

- **Market Development**
  
  This brand began to promote their product in international community of denim enthusiast. This brand now starts selling into Thailand and even USA. This brand sells their product in retail in Thailand and reach US market via online shopping. This is a quite achievement for Indonesian denim brand. Once again the denim community forum played a vital part in this strategy

- **Product Development**
  
  One of the uniqueness of this brand is that this brand is developing its own denim material. This brand makes a strategic alliance with a textile expert. This new material become their trademark and sold very well on the market. Some things to be noted when trying to do this strategy are: the cost and the market. This strategy requires quite big money investment. Make sure the brand has its own niche of market before this do this action.

- **Related diversification**
  
  Once this brand has already has its own name, they do diversification to product that comes together with denim as leather wallet and t-shirt.

### 4.5. Company E

The strategy that has been used by this brand is:

- **Market Penetration**
  
  This brand implemented the market penetration strategy. It gained new market the street art community. It has similar strategy and approach with company F.

### 4.6. Company F

The strategy that has been used by this brand is:

- **Related Diversification**
  
  This brand does related diversification by producing Muslim wear (koko) because of high population of Muslim in Indonesia. Therefore give them big market. This production is scheduled during the Ramadhan season.

---

**Table 3: No. of strategy use**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Number of Strategy Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intensive</td>
<td>Market penetration</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Market development</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Product development</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diversification</td>
<td>Related Diversification</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4: Summary of strategies used**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Market Penetration</td>
<td>Targeting motor-cycle biker community via promotion</td>
<td>Insta gram contest</td>
<td>Social media extensive promotion</td>
<td>Promotion to street art community</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market Development</td>
<td>New market geography in Jogjakarta</td>
<td>Sold in retail outside Jakarta</td>
<td>New market segment in Thailand and USA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Development</td>
<td>Special product for motor-cycle biker</td>
<td>Customize product that can reach people with different size</td>
<td>New material research</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Related Diversification</td>
<td>Production of canvas pants and bandana</td>
<td>Produce woman t-shirt</td>
<td>Leather product</td>
<td>New Product: Muslim Cloths</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. Conclusion

We summarize the number of strategy used in the object’s start ups and summarize it in table III and table IV. We can see that most of fashion start ups in Indonesia use Intensive strategy: Market penetration, Market Development, and Product Development. In Market Penetration the media that use to increase awareness of the target market is Instagram and through community or forum. Market development is an alternative because the growing of fashion enthusiast in other city than Jakarta. The growing of local brand retail is the opportunity to be exploited. The innovative product development can take quite big infestation, so make sure the start up has solid market to use.
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